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Menu	Products		Document Viewing & Processing		[image: Asset 3]
	PrizmDoc is a collection of REST APIs that developers can integrate into their web-based  applications for secure document viewing, editing, conversion, search, annotation, redaction, and document processing.

	Start a Trial
	Explore PrizmDoc
	Schedule a Call
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	PrizmDoc® for Java, formerly VirtualViewer®, is a collection of Java-based APIs designed for integration into web-based applications, providing document viewing, annotation, redaction, page manipulation, and multiple conversion capabilities. 

	Start a Trial
	Explore PrizmDoc® for Java
	Schedule a Call
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	Video: Exploring the Future of AI for Improved Document Management for your ECM

Join us for an engaging webinar, as we unravel the potential of AI for revolutionizing document management.

Watch Now
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	ImageGear is a developer toolkit built to enhance applications with image processing, PDF manipulation, multi-file conversion and rendering, OCR, and compression.

	Start a Trial
	Explore ImageGear
	Schedule a Call
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	RasterMaster is a Java-based developer toolkit that supports multi-file conversion, rendering, manipulation, and compression when added to an application. 

	Start a Trial
	Explore RasterMaster
	Schedule a Call
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	eGuide:  Digital Transformation

Enable your employees to remain productive
throughout the document management process.

Read More
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	Barcode Processing
	Form Processing
	OCR/ICR
	Scanner Control
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	Barcode Xpress
	FormSuite for Structured Forms
	SmartZone
	FormFix
	ScanFix Xpress
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	Improve Form Processing Text Recognition Results with Regular Expressions

Learn how SmartZone uses a regular
expression engine integrated into the recognition engine to achieve the best possible accuracy
on data that can be defined by a regular expression.

Read More







	Contract Automation		Experience Docubee
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	Request a Demo
	14 Day Free Trial
	Explore Docubee
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	Meet Docubee

Docubee is an intelligent contact automation platform built to help your team success

Read More
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                        How to Split and Merge PDF Documents in C# with ImageGear

                        Today’s organizations are inundated with a variety of document and image formats on a regular basis. By integrating comprehensive PDF functionality into their applications, developers can provide the tools to manage those files much more easily. Converting files into PDFs makes them easier to share, modify, and annotate without having to worry about compatibility issues […]
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                        A Year in Review: PrizmDoc Viewer Updates for 2020

                        Here at Accusoft, we’re always looking for new ways of connecting people with progress to improve productivity and drive innovation. It’s why we put so much work into our standards-based APIs and SDKs. We understand that developers need mature integrations that are ready to enhance their applications from day one and will be supported by […]
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                        Understanding the Value of Third-Party Software Integrations

                          Today’s customers expect more of software applications than ever before. Piecemeal solutions that provide only a few noteworthy features are quickly being overtaken by more comprehensive platforms that deliver an end-to-end experience for users. This has prompted developers to incorporate more capabilities, while also building innovative features that set their solutions apart from the […]
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                        Why White Label Software Is Essential for Developers

                        As speed and efficiency have become increasingly vital for business success, it’s hardly a surprise that organizations across many industries have turned to white labeling as a way of retaining their competitive edge. While white labeling can be found in every industry, it’s proved to be incredibly important in the technology sector, where many independent […]
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                        Accusoft Rolls Out Video Playback and OCR API Features for PrizmDoc

                        October 11, 2023 – Tampa, FL – Accusoft is pleased to announce the newest additions to PrizmDoc’s industry-leading document processing capabilities: video playback and an advanced optical character recognition (OCR) API integration. These new additions allow PrizmDoc to provide even more support to developers looking to add essential features to their applications. PrizmDoc’s new video […]
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                        Top 5 Coding Trends of 2021

                        The software development industry is changing more rapidly than ever before. With new technology hitting the market on a regular basis, software vendors need to become flexible enough to adapt to the top coding trends if they want to remain competitive. After a tumultuous 2020, the industry has seen a number of key trends emerge […]
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                        Supporting Legal Firms with Technologies for New eDiscovery Challenges

                          Ongoing Legal Digital Transformation There are many challenges facing the legal industry that legal tech and new emerging legal technology can help solve, but getting firms to adopt new technology to address these challenges can be a hurdle.  But the most recent challenge within the eDiscovery process is compounding them all.  The Arrival of […]
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                                November 19, 2020 
                            

                        

                        Accusoft Announces Beta Release Testing Program

                        TAMPA, Fla. – Accusoft, the leader in document and imaging solutions for developers, is proud to announce its beta release testing program, which provides participants with real-time access to its latest product developments. Customer input is a key factor in Accusoft’s mission to build better software integrations that deliver functionality like OCR, image cleanup, forms […]
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                        How do I insert or modify PDF Bookmarks using ImageGear .NET?

                        Question I am combining multiple PDF documents together, and I need to create a new bookmark collection, placed at the beginning of the new document. Each bookmark should go to a specific page or section of the new document. Example structure: Section 1 Document 1 Section 2 Document 2 How might I do this using […]
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                        8 Essential Image Processing Features of ImageGear

                        Accusoft’s ImageGear is a powerful image processing SDK integration that allows software developers to give their applications the ability to open, convert, and transform multiple image file formats. Given the complexity of image processing tasks, turning to a comprehensive SDK can save significant time and headaches in the software development cycle. Rather than building image […]
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                        Accusoft Releases New Version of PrizmDoc Featuring AI for Personally Identifiable Information Detection and Redaction
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Content processing, conversion, and automation technologies
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